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Abstract—There is a huge demand for wireless devices that
have high data rates over different wireless communication sys-
tems (WCS) with reliable QoS requirements. Such devices should
provide the ability to perform multi-function, and operate over
different WCS. Reconfigurable antenna considers as an efficient
solution to exhibit the communication capability in heterogeneous
environments. Pixel reconfigurable antenna offers low profile,
compact size, and reconfigurable shape.This paper proposes a
multi-size reconfigurable pixel RF-switch-based antenna design,
where the antenna is divided into four quarters. The effect of
having different quarter configurations with such design is useful
for dynamically adapting over several communication bands in
IoT environments and cognitive radio networks. For reaching
near optimum design and operation, a genetic algorithm is used
for selecting optimum quarter and assigning a suitable config-
uration of each RF-switch within each quarter. This antenna
design and configurations provide different operating frequencies
at 300, 400, 500, 900MHz, 1.2, 1.6. 1.9, 2, 2.4, 5, 5.2, 5.8, 6.2, 8.3,
and 9.8.GHz with tunable bandwidth. Moreover, the obtained
results of a preliminary simulation study of a cognitive radio
network show enhancement in the average data throughput with
increasing the number of radio bands per node.

Index Terms—Reconfigurable Antenna, Multi-size Pixel An-
tenna, Wideband Antenna, IoT, Cognitive Radio Network

I. INTRODUCTION

Current research in communication networks is to find
solutions to dynamically adapt wireless devices with run-
time channel variations. This will optimize processing time
and maximize data rate over different bands. An effective
solution considers by combining between hybrid wireless com-
munications systems (HWCS) to provide efficient devices [1].
This will exhibit a heterogeneous communication environment,
which achieved by incorporating among advanced techniques
in electronics and wireless communication systems.
Internet of things (IoT) is used to present HWCS. The idea
of IoT is very useful for wirelesses applications, which have
different run-time operating requirement situations. Recently,
IoT researches are focusing on developing efficient configu-
rations of wireless sensor networks and antenna designs.Such
developments will aid in providing high data rates over reliable
HWCS and supporting diverse applications with various QoS
requirements [8].
Many of IoT applications require combination of several
bands, which means more antennas [2]. It is typically challeng-
ing to find enough space to support multiple antennas into one

device.Thus, there is a tremendous need for a reconfigurable
antenna that can perform multi-function, adapt and operate
over several wireless systems,and has compact size.
Reconfigurable antennas have gained attention due to their
fitness to redistribute their RF current over the surface, which
reflects on the performance [3].This gives the ability to dynam-
ically serve different applications at the same time.Moreover,
combining between the concept of reconfigurability and flexi-
ble antenna designs will provide efficient antenna. Such flexi-
ble reconfigurable antenna has low profile, simple inerrability
and cost-effective fabrication process with reconfiguration
capability [3]. It can be used in highly dynamic heterogeneous
networking environments, such as IoT and cognitive radio
networks.
The concept of reconfigurability takes different forms and
can be applied to different shapes of antennas by dividing
it into small metallic parts called pixels. Pixel antennas
are used to dynamically reshape antenna design based on
activation/deactivation of their RF-switches. Common types
of reconfigurable antennas use few numbers of RF-switches,
unlike, pixel antennas that used large numbers of RF-switches
to provide reconfiguration of their characteristics [5], [6].
Thus a reconfigurable pixel antenna provides a trade-off be-
tween design complexity and performance, which is mainly
depend on increasing reconfiguration capability.A solution is
achieved by enhancing design architecture of reconfigurable
antenna, which reflects on impedance and radiation character-
istics.Such dynamic architecture is mainly based on size of
pixel,and the interconnection between pixels [4]. This moti-
vates development of non-uniform pixel geometries to achieve
the required performance with suitable switches number.
This multi-size pixels reconfigurable RF-switch-based antenna
(MSPRRA) architecture allows efficient reconfigurable capa-
bilities for single antenna. Such novel reconfigurable single
antenna design provides the ability to tune its characteristics,
easy impedance matching and reduces number of RF-switches
[7].
This paper presents a novel design of compact flexible re-
configurable multi-size pixel antenna. The proposed antenna
provides the capability of adopting its shape into dynamic
HWCS, such as IoT and CR networks. A simple model of
optimization algorithm genetic algorithm is used to assign
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the optimum configuration each RF-switch to serve GSM
and WLAN frequency bands at (900 MHz, 2.45 and 5.2
GHz). This paper assumes antenna design is divided into
four quarters, and by disconnecting one quarter the ability
to assign independent configurations will making the antenna
suitable to operate over different frequency bands. Moreover,
this design is compared by design of same-size pixels antenna
showing the improvement in the return power loss and power
radiation, and the capability to control bandwidth tuning based
on configuration of RF-switches within each quarter.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows:
section II presents the concept of internet of things and chal-
lenges. Section III shows pseudo code for design methodology,
and then it followed by section IV for presenting antenna
geometry and section V to present simulation results and
analysis. Section VI presents a simulated case of cognitive
radio network.Finally, section VII presents the conclusion and
future work.

II. INTERNET OF THINGS (IOT) CONSIDERATIONS&
CHALLENGES

Internet of Things (IoT) opens a new era of data communi-
cation, devices networking and ubiquitous computing outside
the traditional internet realm by virtually presenting every
physical thing in world into a computer version [2]. IoT
provides a highly dynamic networking context where there is
a massive number of communicating and cooperating mobile
devices. Such devices generate, route, and receive a huge vol-
ume of data, which are related to various running applications
with diverse QoS requirements and communication needs [8].
Numerous applications are applied based on IoT technologies
to provide smart solutions crossing different life domains, such
as home automation, autonomous security systems, and smart
energy harvesting etc [9].
One of the main challenges in IoT to suit running various
applications is developing efficient communicating devices
antennas with embedded smart context-aware functionalities
enabling run-time readjustment and configuration due to:

• Varying applications QoS needs.
• Available communication bands.
• Changing operating conditions over time.

Therefore, application-oriented reconfigurable antennas are
considered as an efficient solution that can be used to serve
and fit the operation in IoT environments.Such cognitive
antennas require the implementation of optimization algo-
rithms, which allows efficient channel access taking into
consideration various communication-related parameters, such
as operating frequency, required bandwidth, and return power
loss.Furthermore, IoT applications data characteristics can
drive the reconfiguration process of the adopted antenna to
meet and enhance applications QoS requirements. As known,
various data types and features might be existed related to the
type of running applications. For instance, video streaming and
VoIP applications have different communication bandwidths
and delay requirements.

Fig. 1: Pseudo-code for Design Process

III. NEAR-OPTIMUM ANTENNA DESIGN METHODOLOGY

Optimization is process that is used to adjust input parame-
ters to find the desired output quantities achieving high perfor-
mance. Several optimization schemes have been implemented
for antenna designs such as, genetic algorithm (GA) [10]. GA
is searching to find the optimum status of each RF-switches to
adjust antenna to a specified value/range of frequency. GA is a
powerful optimization algorithm regarding convergence speed,
and robustness for achieving global minim when applied to
electromagnetic problems.
Figure 1 presents a pseudo-code of basic design procedures
that can be used to determine and assign the status of each
RF-switch.

F = maxxiε(ON,OFF ),i=1,2,...(S11(fi)− 10log(1− |S11|2))
(1)

where: fi is the value of operating frequency (in this case 2.45
and 5.1 GHz), S11(fi)is the return loss amplitude at operating
frequency fi,x is refer to status of each RF-switch, and i is
position index of each RF-switch.
This methodology is based on implementing the antenna
designs on MATLAB and the results are calculated via an
electromagnetic simulations software tools such as Ansoft
high frequency simulation software (HFSS). This technique
is called MATLAB-HFSS scripting and it is useful for calcu-
lating the fitness of each solution of the optimization algorithm
GA. The results are evaluated by exporting the data from
MATLAB to simulate it at HFSS, then send back to MATLAB
to verify and assigned optimal design parameters.

IV. ANTENNA GEOMETRY

The proposed antennas are simple rectangular microstrip
patch printed antennas. They are design to serve GSM and
WLAN. They operate at center frequency 950MHz,2.45 GHz,
and 5.2GHz, respectively. Both designs have the overall size
80*95 mm2 and they are divided into small parts (pixels),
as shown in Fig.2. The first design present same-size pixel
antenna, which is divided patch antenna into 3x3 pixels, each
one has size of Lpixel x Wpixel= 15*15 mm, as shown in
Fig.2(left). The second design presents the novel pixel antenna,



Fig. 2: Full dimension of (left) same-size pixel antenna (right)
multi-size pixel antenna

which depends on changing size of pixel in its middle column
and row. Figure 2(left) shows the proposed multi-size pixel
antenna is divided patch antenna into 3x3 main pixels with
different pixels sizes to provide more ability to control in
bandwidth. Antennas have a ground plane on one side of
dielectric substrate and the pixelled shape is printed on the
top layer of the substrate and the thickness is 1.2 mm. The
design of same-size pixel antenna needs 12 RF-switch, while
the proposed multi-size pixel antenna design needs 44 RF-
switch. The second design provides the ability to accurately
tune bandwidth compare to first design.

V. ANTENNA ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION RESULTS

This section presents simulation results from HFSS soft-
ware tool for different switching scenarios. In simulation the
switches consider as ideal switches and are replaced with metal
strips with Lstrip * Wstrip = 0.5*0.5 mm. Genetic algorithm
(GA) is used to synthesis antenna frequency and the bandwidth
with each scenario.
Two techniques are presenting to compare between the effects
of both antenna designs. The first technique focus on the
effect of quarter, as it divides antenna into four quarters, then
disconnects one quarter and keeps the other three quarter are
connecting together. This technique is applied on both antenna
designs and the results are similar for both antennas. Figure 3
shows the return loss (S11) of both designs when all quarters
are connected. It can be notice there are notches at 2.4, 3.3,
5.2, and 8.2 GHz for both antennas, while same-size pixel
antenna has more notch at 1.2 GHz. Also in case of multi-
size pixel antenna the bandwidth span is wider and amplitude
of return loss indicated efficient /matching. The 3D radiation
pattern of both antenna designs shows the design of multi-size
pixel antenna has gain (G)≈ 5 dB, which is more efficient and
reliable compare to same-size pixel design. Figure 4, shows
the effects of each disconnected one quarters for same-size
pixel antenna, as when the first quarter is disconnected there
are three notches at 0.9 , 2.5 , 5.1GHz with bandwidth 0.04,
0.3, 2 GHz, respectively. When second quarter is disconnected
the operating frequency is massively affected and its operating
frequencies are same as first quarter, but the bandwidth of

Fig. 3: Simulated return loss of same-size pixel antenna and
multi-size antenna

Fig. 4: Simulated S11 of same-size pixel antenna when one
quarter is disconnected

each frequency are 0.05, 0.4, and 2.2 GHz. Figure 5 shows
the effects of each disconnected quarters for multi-size pixel
antenna, as when the first quarter is disconnected there is notch
at 2 GHz. While when the second quarter is disconnected
there are several notches at 0.98, 2.5, 5, 6.2 GHz, and also
when third or fourth quarter is disconnected there are narrow
bandwidth notches around (2.4 GHz, 5.4 GHz). The second
technique shows the advantage of multi-size pixel antenna
design, which is useful to control the tuning range.This tech-
nique investigates the effect of turning off each RF-switch of

Fig. 5: Simulated S11 of MSPRA when one quarter is discon-
nected



Fig. 6: Simulated S11 of MSPRA when 1st Quarter is discon-
nected

deactivated quarter. This will enhance impedance matching,
tune bandwidth, and reduce biasing voltage of the used RF-
switches.
The following figures summarize the effect of tuning band-
width with the output from GA optimization algorithm based
on five different scenarios for each disconnected quarter. The
first scenario considers all switches of disconnected quarter are
ON. While the second scenario shows the effect when there is
only one switch is OFF. The third scenario is same as second
scenario, but it consider different switch to switch it OFF. The
fourth scenario considers two switches with two new different
positions are OFF. Final scenario shows the effect when all
the mentioned switches above are OFF at the same time.
Figure 6, shows there is fixed notch almost at 0.9 GHz
appeared in all scenarios with the same return loss (RL), while
there is slightly shift in the notch at 2.5 GHz giving different
RL and bandwidth span. Figure 7, shows notch at 0.9 GHz
same as in Fig.7 and two shifted notches are appeared between
2.4:2.7 GHz, and 5:5.6 GHz, respectively. Figure 8, shows
there is different operating frequencies as there are two main
notches at 3.8, 5 GHz in case of second scenario.Also there are
two new notches at 2, 5 GHz in case of third scenario. Figure 9,
shows there is also different operating frequencies at 5.2, 2,and
8.5 GHz, that are obtained with different RF configuration
scenario. All results of different operating frequencies and
bandwidth range for each quarter are summarized in Table
1.

VI. NETWORK SIMULATION STUDY

A. Small scale simulation scenario

The proposed MSPR antenna is used in simulation sce-
nario for communicating between network nodes, and it is
assumed to offer data transmission using various radios and
different frequency bands. A cognitive radio cognitive network
simulator is used to support performance evaluations for the
proposed antenna. It is enabling dynamic spectrum resource
allocation, power control algorithms, and running adaptive
cognitive radio networking protocols.This software is network
based simulator; and it is based on the network simulator 2 (ns-
2).The simulated network assumes six communicating nodes.

Fig. 7: Simulated S11 of MSPRA when 2nd Quarter is
disconnected

Fig. 8: Simulated S11 of MSPRA when 3rd Quarter is discon-
nected

There are three source nodes, which run file transfer services,
thus there are three distinct data flows.Simulation parameters
are: topology size= 50m * 50m, number of nodes= 6, maxi-
mum queue size= 50 packets, number of sources= 3, number
of destinations= 3, traffic type is FTP, packet size = 512
bytes, MAC layer protocol is IEEE 802.11b, channel band-
width 2 MBytes, simulation time= 50 sec, routing protocol is
DSR, and pause time = 10 sec. Each node is including the
transmitters and receivers, adopts the reconfigurable antenna,

Fig. 9: Simulated S11 of MSPRA when 4th Quarter is discon-
nected



TABLE I: Operating frequency and bandwidth range of each
quarter at different switch configurations

which enables data transmission and reception over various
bands.Each node is aware of the available communication
bands and related channels to satisfy the QoS requirements
of running applications. Therefore, each node searches for
a suitable communication band where the primary user does
not work. Then, the node reconfigures different configuration
patterns of its antenna by firing some switches to provide
a suitable bandwidth and return power loss to maximize
data throughput.The target is measuring the average data
throughput as a performance metric to evaluate the usage of
the proposed antenna. The following two cases are considered:

• The available free band for each node is one band. Thus,
each node is assumed to provide the ability to transmit
and receive using one radio channel.

• Three available communication bands are free such that
nodes can switch between those bands to maximize the
data throughput.

B. Results

Figure 11 shows the average data throughput at having one
radio or a communication band per each communicating node.
The obtained average throughput is 51,349 bytes. Moreover,
the average data throughput at having three radio or commu-
nication bands per each communicating node based on the
designed antenna at the physical layer. The obtained average
throughput is 52,133 bytes. The results show implementing
a wideband reconfigurable antenna enabling communication
over various bands will offer higher opportunities for each
node to communicate and provide support for meeting QoS
requirements of running applications.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a novel design of reconfigurable
RF-switch-based antenna, based on using multi-size pixels.
This design offers the ability to provide different operating
frequencies and to control its bandwidth. According to the
obtained results, our multi-size pixel reconfigurable antenna

Fig. 10: Average data throughput per node

levearges the single antenna with dynamic shape feature to
operate at a specific band or a set of communication bands.
This approach can be used for developing smart switchable
antennas that can operate at hybrid wireless communication
systems supporting various applications and services with
different bandwidth needs, data types, and QoS requirements.
The presented antenna employs diverse configurations of RF-
switches to provide several frequencies bands such as, RFID,
GSM, GPS, WLAN, and some of satellite band. A preliminary
simulation study for this antenna in a cognitive radio network
scenario shows that the average data throughput increased at
widening the available communication bands. The future work
will be focused on the hardware fabrication of the antenna
and its implementation in real IoT environments evaluating
the ability to tune bandwidth based on running applications’
data (text/voice/video) via optimum RF-switche configuration.
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